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"Angus, I have a plan. We Hughes and the rest of your men can stall them as best as we can, while you escape with President

Wolf!" seeing that the Hiltons unleashed their attack, Alan quickly came up with the best plan he could think of.

Although the Hiltons were at a significant advantage, they were not too far off; they had a total of six Almighty Warriors

combined, and it would not be difficult to stall the Hiltons for a few minutes.

The Hiltons' main target was Leon, and as long as Angus could help him escape, their problems would be solved!

"Yes, will do!" Angus quickly agreed, knowing that this was their best bet. Then, he signaled for Sixth-Uncle Thompson and the

rest of his warriors to join Alan's forces, while he leaped to Leon's side.

"Mister Wolf, the Hiltons are far too powerful, and we can't hold them off for too long. I'll help you escape while we can, " Angus

explained as he reached out to grab hold of Leon, but Leon turned him down. "No, I can't escape just like this, Mister Thompson!

Besides, there's no need for that anyway!" he said, shaking his head.

Although the Hiltons came for him, this was the Scammells' territory after all, and he had plenty of people who were relying on

him, including Iris, Snow, Damian, and Patrick!

Even if he escaped with Angus, he was certain that the Hiltons would shift their anger onto someone else, and choose to attack

Iris and the rest of the Scammells instead!

Therefore, there was no way he could abandon them and escape by himself!

Besides, he had one last secret weapon with him, and he was certain that the Hiltons would not get what they want!

Therefore, he was not at all intimidated by them!

"What? You're not planning to run?" Angus could not believe his ears. Now that the odds were stacked severely against him, the

only chance Leon stood of surviving was if he escaped while he could, but he never once thought that Leon would refuse to

escape! He could not believe just how erratic Leon was behaving!

However, he was not the only one shocked by this; even Alan was taken aback to hear this. He poured all his energy into stalling

Devon and Ronaldo as best as he could, while the rest of the troops were trying their best to block off the remaining seven

Almighty Warriors' way, yet Leon was refusing to escape while he had the chance!

He was infuriated by this!

"President Wolf, please escape with Angus while you can! If you wait for any moment longer, it will be too late!" Alan snapped

rather indignantly. Despite talking, however, he did not stop trying to hold up Devon and Ronaldo's attacks.

"There's no need! Thank you for your help, Elder Hughes. I appreciate it but don't worry. You can release the Hiltons, and I'd very

much like to see what they have up their sleeves! " Leon replied calmly.

"What?" Angus and Alan were utterly stunned to hear this, although none of them knew of the true extent of Leon's powers, they

could make an educated guess based on his age.

Judging by how young he was, there was no way Leon could have surpassed the Emperor State, and on top of that, he seemed

to have entered a weak state where he could not even muster the energy to get up from his wheelchair.

There was no way he would stand a chance against an Almighty Warrior in this state!

Yet, Leon not only refused to run away, but he even claimed that he could still take on his opponents! This was foolish talk, and

none of them could understand how Leon dared to say this!
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